
Say Yeah

Yves Larock

When we were young we used to laugh about
When we should run away to a far and distant place

It was love that nobody let us live it
We were from two different worlds
And you were meant to be my girl

So stop girl and say yeah ooo
We tried to but I can't deny how I hide you
Never say babes wants to say yeahhh ahh

Then may be we should get away
And I got one thing to say

So if you will may be to say the word
Even though I get the things back to your life

Can I be obstacle some twist and turns
But you riding like just

Say yeah yeah yeah
Girl think about it

Cuz we can take this to another level
If you really want oo

Girl there ain't really no doubt it we ain't getting younger
So maybe if you wanna go away from the world baby

So stop girl and say yeah ooo
Why don't let we try ooo

Things try but you know I can't hide
M just sayin wats in my mind

Then maybe we should get away so there's just one thing
Baby you say the word

Even though I get the things back to your life
There might be obstacle some twist and turns

But you riding like just
Yeah companions

Runnin through the bombs and cannons
Flames in the rain n the danger is challenge

Down for the cause let don't wait for the famine
Live life a lot we glad to see Brandon

Which means we never don't care its real
From the foundation to the famine

From the movement that made us from death separated
There's a king there's a queen there are kids to the illest
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Hopefully never but if ever become sick and soak cloths together
We can medicate to a state as fast as better

And in the midst may be we can set a record
Get Lupe on the verse and jay on the rest

Put it on and slice this version
Take it back to the back from where we started hann?

Baby just say the word
Even though I get the things back to your life

Can I be obstacle some twist and turns
But you riding like just

Say yeah ?oh
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